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Current imaging diagnostic techniques are often insensitive to the underlying pathological changes following
mild traumatic brain injury (TBI) or concussion so much so that the explicit definition of these uncomplicated
mild brain injuries includes the absence of radiological findings. In the USmilitary, this is complicated by the nat-
ural tendency of servicemembers to downplay symptoms for fear of removal from their unit particularly in com-
bat making it challenging for clinicians to definitively diagnose and determine course of treatment. Questions
remain regarding the long-term impact of these war-time brain injuries. The objective of the current study
was to evaluate the long-term imaging sequelae of blast concussion in active-duty USmilitary and leverage pre-
vious longitudinal data collected in these same patients to identify predictors of sustained DTI signal change in-
dicative of chronic neurodegeneration. In total, 50 blast TBI and 44 combat-deployed controls were evaluated at
this 5-year follow up by advanced neuroimaging techniques including diffusion tensor imaging and quantitative
volumetry. While cross-sectional analysis of regions of white matter on DTI images did not reveal significant dif-
ferences across groups after statistical correction, an approach flexible to the heterogeneity of brain injury at the
single-subject level identified 74% of the concussive blast TBI cohort to have reductions in fractional anisotropy
indicative of chronic brain injury. Logistic regression leveraging clinical and demographic data collected in the
acute/sub-acute and 1-year follow up to determine predictors of these long-term imaging changes determined
that brain injury diagnosis, older age, verbal memory and verbal fluency best predicted the presence of DTI ab-
normalities 5 years post injury with an AUC of 0.78 indicating good prediction strength. These results provide
supporting evidence for the evolution not resolution of this brain injury pathology, adding to the growing
body of literature describing imaging signatures of chronic neurodegeneration even after mild TBI and
concussion.

© 2017 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

In the USmilitary, it is estimated that roughly 350,000 servicemem-
bers suffered a head injury. Of these, 82.3% had a mild, uncomplicated
TBI or concussion (DVBIC, 2016), the long-term impact of which is just
beginning to be appreciated. Many of these service members are
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young males, 20–30 years old, who have decades of life to live with
the complex and often debilitating impact of war-time brain injury. A
challenge with this mild/concussive brain injury population is that our
current diagnostic techniques are often insensitive to the underlying
pathological changes. As such, the explicit definition of these uncompli-
catedmild brain injuries includes the absence of radiological findings on
CT and/or conventional MRI (Casscells, 2007). This leaves ambiguity
over the true nature of the patient's exposure and reliance of the clini-
cian on the self-endorsement from the patient regarding the specific de-
tails of the event.

In populations, such as the military and those in athletics, there
exists an inherent motivation to ‘down-play’ or omit details of the
event for fear of being removed from combat or play. Interest has
grown in new imaging techniques that may be sensitive to the sub-
tler underlying pathophysiological changes hypothesized to occur
er the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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during a concussion, offering a more unbiased approach to screen-
ing and evaluation. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) (Pierpaoli et al.,
1996) is one such MRI application thought to provide greater sen-
sitivity to microstructural white matter changes sustained at the
time of injury. It has been shown in preclinical models of TBI
(Mac Donald et al., 2007a; Mac Donald et al., 2007b) and concus-
sion (Bennett et al., 2012; Brody et al., 2015) to be highly correlated
with brain injury pathology.

While the application of DTI has been fairly well explored in civilian
mild TBI research for more than a decade (Arfanakis et al., 2002;
Bazarian et al., 2007; Inglese et al., 2005; Niogi and Mukherjee, 2010;
Niogi et al., 2008a; Niogi et al., 2008b), the approach has more recently
gained interest in military service members with mild or concussive
brain injury (Bazarian et al., 2013; Hayes et al., 2015; Jorge et al.,
2012; Mac Donald et al., 2013; Mac Donald et al., 2011; Miller et al.,
2016) in an attempt to elucidate microstructural changes following in
particular blast exposures. The current literature has primarily utilized
cross-sectional studies of veterans already separated from the service
with reliance on retrospective endorsement of exposures and self report
(Bazarian et al., 2013; Hayes et al., 2015; Jorge et al., 2012; Levin et al.,
2010; Matthews et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2016; Morey et al., 2013;
Sorg et al., 2014; Taber et al., 2015; Trotter et al., 2015).While few stud-
ies have been provided the opportunity to examine active-duty USmil-
itary (Ware et al., 2016; Yeh et al., 2014), to our knowledgewemaintain
one of the very few prospective, observational, longitudinal studies that
incorporate imaging and clinical evaluation following combat-deployed
servicemembers from the timeof injury (Adamet al., 2015;MacDonald
et al., 2011) to multiple points of long-term outcome including 1-year
(Han et al., 2014; Mac Donald et al., 2011; Mac Donald et al., 2016;
Mac Donald et al., 2014; Macdonald et al., 2014) and now 5-year evalu-
ation. The objective of the current study was to evaluate the long-term
imaging sequelae of blast concussion in active-duty US military and le-
verage theprevious longitudinal data collected in these patients to iden-
tify predictors of sustained DTI signal change indicative of chronic
neurodegeneration.

2. Materials and methods

Participants in this study were originally enrolled into one of four
previous cohorts (Adam et al., 2015; Mac Donald et al., 2015; Mac
Donald et al., 2011; Mac Donald et al., 2016; Mac Donald et al., 2014;
Macdonald et al., 2014). This is the 5-year evaluation in a continuedpro-
spective, observational, longitudinal research study. In this publication,
we report the 5-year imaging outcomes in comparison to our 1-year
clinical outcomes (Mac Donald et al., 2016; Mac Donald et al., 2014) in
our two main subject groups; concussive blast TBI and combat-de-
ployed control. Inclusion criteria have been reported elsewhere (Mac
Donald et al., 2015; Mac Donald et al., 2011; Mac Donald et al., 2016).
Briefly, participantswere servicemembers, deployed to the combat the-
ater, between 2008 and 2013, in which original enrollment was com-
pleted either directly in Afghanistan (Adam et al., 2015; Mac Donald
et al., 2015) or following medical evacuation to Landstuhl Regional
Medical Center in Germany (Mac Donald et al., 2011; Mac Donald et
al., 2016; Mac Donald et al., 2014; Macdonald et al., 2014). Diagnosis
of head injury was determined by trained medical personnel working
in the TBI clinics in Afghanistan or Germany. For the concussive blast
TBI group, all available clinical histories indicated blast exposure plus
another mechanism of head injury such as a fall, motor vehicle crash,
or being struck by a blunt object. None suffered an isolated blast injury.
All concussive blast TBI subjects met the Department of Defense defini-
tion for mild, uncomplicated traumatic brain injury. All combat-de-
ployed controls were clinically evaluated to be free of signs and
symptomsof head injurywith nohistory of TBI diagnosis, psychiatric di-
agnosis and no history of blast exposure.

This study was approved by the University of Washington Insti-
tutional Review Board with additional approval from the US Army
Medical Research and Materiel Command Institutional Review
Board, and carried out in accordance with the approved protocol.
Reconsent for this 5-year evaluation was provided by all partici-
pants; no surrogate consent was allowed. Active-duty military sub-
jects were not paid for participation per government guidelines,
though travel expenses to the University of Washington in Seattle
were covered. Service members who had since separated from
the service by the time of this 5-year follow-up were paid $250
plus travel expenses for participation.

2.1. Imaging acquisition

MRI scans were completed on a 3T Philips Achieva with a 32-chan-
nel head coil. Each imaging session lasted ~31 min and included a
1 mm isotropic MPRAGE (5:13), 1 mm isotropic 3D T2-weighted
image (5:22), 1 mm isotropic 3D T2-Star (3:41), 2D FLAIR collected at
an in-plane resolution of 1 × 1 mm with a slice thickness of 4 mm, no
gaps (2:56), and a 32 direction 2 mm isotropic diffusion sequence ac-
quiredwith reverse polarity (A-P, P-A), b=1000 s/mm2, and 6 non-dif-
fusion weighted images for diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) analysis
(each 6:39).

2.2. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) post-processing and analysis

Fig. 1 graphically depicts the DTI post-processing pipeline utilized
for this study using imaging data from a participant. The first portion
of the pipeline uses the analytical methods constructed by Dr. Carlo
Pierpaoli and colleagues at the NIH called TORTOISE - Tolerably Obses-
sive Registration and Tensor Optimization Indolent Software Ensemble
(Pierpaoli et al., 2010a, 2010b). For reverse polarity data, each DWI ac-
quisition both A-P and P-A is initially run through DiffPrep (Rohde et
al., 2004; Wu et al., 2008) in TORTOISE for susceptibility distortion cor-
rection,motion correction, eddy current correction, and registration to a
3D high resolution structural image (Fig. 1, Step 1). For EPI distortion
correction, the diffusion images were registered to the 1 mm isotropic
T2 image using non-linear b-splines. Eddy current and motion distor-
tion were corrected using standard affine transformations, followed by
re-orientation of the b-matrix for the rotational aspect of the rigid
body motion. Following DiffPrep, the output images from both the A-P
and P-A DWI acquisitions were then sent through Diffeomorphic Regis-
tration for Blip-Up blip-Down Diffusion Imaging (Irfanoglu et al., 2015)
(DR-BUDDI) in TORTOISE for further EPI distortion and eddy current
correction that can be completed with diffusion data that has been col-
lected with reverse polarity (Fig. 1, Step 2). This step combines the re-
verse polarity imaging data to create a single, cleaned, DWI data set
that is then sent through DiffCalc (Basser et al., 1994; Chang et al.,
2005; Chang et al., 2012; Koay et al., 2006; Koay et al., 2009; Mangin
et al., 2002; Pierpaoli et al., 2010a, 2010b; Rohde et al., 2005) in TOR-
TOISE (Fig. 1, Step 3). This step completes the tensor estimation (Hoy
et al., 2014) using the robust estimation of tensors by outlier rejection
(RESTORE) (Chang et al., 2005) approach. Following tensor estimation,
a variety of DTI metrics can be derived (examples are shown in Fig. 1,
Step 4). For this study, we specifically focused on fractional anisotropy
(FA) as our mainmetric for analysis, but also derived themean diffusiv-
ity (MD), axial diffusivity (AD), and radial diffusivity (RD) images for ex-
ploratory evaluation.

Following this post-processing in TORTOISE, 3D image stacks for MD
and FA were introduced into DTIstudio (Oishi et al., 2009; Zhang et al.,
2010) for segmentation of the DTI atlas (Oishi et al., 2011) onto each
participants DTI data set in ‘patient space’ through the Diffeomap pro-
gram in DTIstudio using both linear and non-linear transformations
(Fig. 1, Step 5). This is a semi-automated process that allows for the ex-
traction of DTI metrics within each 3D–atlas-based region of interest
providing a comprehensive sampling throughout the entire brain into
189 regions including ventricular space. An example of the overlaid
transformed DTI atlas on a patient's FA image completed in the



Fig. 1. Diffusion Tensor Imaging Post-Processing Pipeline.
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ROIeditor program in DTIstudio is shown in Fig. 1, Step 6. For this study,
selection of regions was limited to regions of white matter, as the main
hypothesis regarding DTI was that there would be reductions in white
matter integrity observed with FA related to brain injury. This reduced
the number of regions used for further analysis to 78. To select only
white matter, FA images were then thresholded at 0.2 or greater (Fig.
1, Step 7), and this final 3D segmentation was then applied to all
other co-registered DTI metrics and the data within each DTI metric
for the 78 regions of interestwas extracted in ROIeditor for further anal-
ysis (Fig. 1, Step 8).
2.3. Volumetric segmentation

Additional post-processing of the 3D T1-weighted high resolution
structural MPRAGE image was performed using Freesurfer (Fischl et
al., 2002) for volumetric segmentation. Freesurfer is an automatic seg-
mentation program for observing volumetric data using a structural
T1-weighted image. This process is divided into two primary parts.
The first part consists of sub-cortical/white matter surface creation
and segmentation of the individual structures. The second part provides
reconstruction of the cortical surface, created from theunderlyingwhite



Table 1
Imaging Participant Characteristics.

Characteristic Combat CTL
(n = 40)

Concussive blast TBI
(n = 46)

p-Value

Age in years
Mean (stdev) 35 ± 8 31 ± 7 0.01

Education in years
Mean (stdev) 16 ± 2.6 13 ± 1.5 0.0001

Gender - no (%)
Male 36 (90%) 45 (98%) 0.17
Female 4 (10%) 1 (2%)

Race/ethnicitya - no (%)
White 28 (70%) 34 (74%) 0.81a

African
American

8 (20%) 5 (11%)

Hispanic/Latino 4 (10%) 5 (11%)
Asian 0 2 (4%)

Branch of service - no (%)
US Army 26 (65%) 41 (89%) 0.009b

US Air Force 8 (20%) 0
US Marine Corps 3 (7.5%) 5 (10%)
US Navy 3 (7.5%) 0

Military rank - no (%)
Enlisted 39 (88%) 44 (96%) 0.26
Officer 5 (12%) 2 (4%)

Age, education: Mann-Whitney U Test, all other characteristics: Fisher's exact test
a White vs. Other
b Army vs. Other
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matter surface followed by parcellation of the cortical areas. The current
study focused on primarilywhole brain volume (MacKenzie et al., 2002)
and subcortical region comparisons given previous literature on brain
injury (Bigler et al., 1997) and PTSD (Morey et al., 2012) reporting re-
ductions in total brain volume (MacKenzie et al., 2002) and volumetric
reductions in regions such as the hippocampus (Bigler et al., 1997) and
amygdala (Morey et al., 2012).
2.4. Statistical analysis

Groupdifferences in patient characteristicswere assessed statistical-
ly using two-sided Fisher's exact and Mann-Whitney tests as appropri-
ate. Group differences in 5-year volumetric and imagingmeasures were
evaluated using standard linear and logistic regressionwith adjustment
for imbalances in patient characteristics. Significance values were
corrected for multiple comparisons using the Holm-Bonferroni method
for controlling the familywise Type-I error rate (Holm, 1979).

Prediction of multiple-abnormalities was carried out with multivar-
iate logistic regression based on TBI diagnosis, age, and 1-year clinical
outcome data (Mac Donald et al., 2016; Mac Donald et al., 2014;
Macdonald et al., 2014) which included measures of neurobehavior,
neuropsychological function, and psychiatric symptomatology along
with demographic information about the participants (e.g. education,
Fig. 2. Reduced fractional anisotropy in concussive blast TBI at 5-year outcome. At the group le
significantly impacted being the right external capsule (A), the right posterior limb of the inter
cross sectional comparison remained significant after strict correction for multiple comparison
race, gender, etc.). A “best-subset” approach was used to identify the
specific combination of these predictors that minimized Akaike's Infor-
mation Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1973) a likelihood-basedmetric that fa-
vors overall model parsimony over individual covariate significance.
The events-per-variable (EPV) ratio for the best AIC model was 7.5,
which while lower than the minimum recommended EPV of 10–15 is
likely still valid given the conditions of this particular analysis
(Vittinghoff and McCulloch, 2007). The area under the receiver operat-
ing characteristic (ROC) curve was calculated to assess the overall pre-
dictive accuracy of the model.

3. Results

In total 94 participants, 50 concussive blast TBI and 44 combat-de-
ployed controls, completed a scan for this 5-year study evaluation.
Due to image quality and/or scanner hardware issues that arose on
some of the scanning days, 86 of the 94 scans were viable for further
analysis; 46 concussive blast TBI and 40 combat-deployed controls
(Table 1). All scanswere evaluated by a board-certified neuroradiologist
and determined to be unremarkable for signs of brain injury pathology
consistent with the radiological interpretations previously identified in
these subjects (Mac Donald et al., 2013; Mac Donald et al., 2011).
Groups did not differ in gender, race, or number of officer vs. enlisted
but did significantly differ on age, education, and branch of service.
Due to these findings, all results were adjusted by age, education, gen-
der, officer/enlisted, branch of service, and race. All cross-sectional asso-
ciations between measures were adjusted for these factors by fitting
linear (continuous) and logistic (binary) regressionmodels, and adjust-
ed p-values are reported.

3.1. Diffusion tensor imaging findings

Cross-sectional analysis of each DTI region of interest identified a
multitude of regions in which concussive blast TBI subjects were ob-
served to have reduced fractional anisotropy in comparison to com-
bat-deployed controls. The three most significant regions were the
right external capsule, right posterior limb of the internal capsule, and
right middle frontal gyrus white matter (Fig. 2). However, no region
remained significant after strict correction for multiple comparisons
(i.e. for 78 regions, p b 0.0006). Exploratory evaluation ofmean diffusiv-
ity, axial diffusivity, and radial diffusivity in these regions identified sig-
nificant increase in signal across all diffusivity measures in concussive
blast TBI patients compared to controls (range of p = 0.02–0.00001).
In contrast, no significant volumetric differences were observed sug-
gesting these DTI changes were not from frank atrophy but from more
subtle degradation of the white matter (range of p = 0.1–0.6).

Given the heterogeneity of brain injury, the lack of significant group
level differences after proper statistical correctionwas no surprise and is
in linewith previously publishedwork (Levin et al., 2010). To appreciate
vel, reductions in fractional anisotropy were observed across a variety of regions the most
nal capsule (B), and the right middle frontal gyrus white matter (C). No region of interest
s (i.e. p b 0.0006).



Table 2
Volumetric analysis.

Region (volume in mm3) Combat CTL Concussive blast
TBI

Adjusted
p-value

Total intracranial volume 1,551,448
± 137,596

1,552,199
± 121,377

0.78

Total cortex volume 486,964 ± 46,368 497,723 ± 40,154 0.87
Total cortical white matter
volume

503,029 ± 50,826 486,445 ± 50,752 0.17

Left thalamus 8617 ± 785 8847 ± 886 0.46
Right thalamus 7526 ± 677 7518 ± 556 0.64
Left caudate 3866 ± 514 3822 ± 441 0.91
Right caudate 3939 ± 504 3880 ± 462 0.96
Left putamen 5826 ± 633 5863 ± 560 0.95
Right putamen 5461 ± 558 5595 ± 485 0.86
Left pallidum 1594 ± 196 1572 ± 197 0.59
Right pallidum 1741 ± 167 1724 ± 183 0.80
Left hippocampus 4355 ± 376 4351 ± 438 0.75
Right hippocampus 4515 ± 476 4442 ± 423 0.58
Left amygdala 1609 ± 181 1613 ± 193 0.95
Right amygdala 1783 ± 227 1783 ± 195 0.82

Fig. 3. Number of abnormal regions of fractional anisotropy in concussive blast TBI and combat-deployed controls at 5-year outcome. To account for the potential heterogeneity of brain
injury, the total number of abnormal regions of FA were summed for each participant. Abnormality was defined as a value that was N2 standard deviations below themean of the control
value for that region. To compute this summation for control participants, a “leave one out” approach was employed and the mean and standard deviation by region were rederived for
each control omitting their scan data. The graph summarizes the percent of participants by group with abnormal regions.
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the heterogeneity of brain injury, we next asked the question: How
many concussive blast TBI patients would have 2 or more regions of ab-
normally low FA?Aswe have donepreviously (MacDonald et al., 2011),
abnormality was defined as 2 standard deviations from the mean of the
control for each region since it is well known that FA naturally varies
throughout the brain and onemust not assume a universal value across
all regions. In order to compute this for each control participant, a
‘leave-one-out’ approach was employed. For each control, the scan
data from that subject was omitted and themean FA and standard devi-
ation for the ‘group control – 1’were then recomputed for each of the 78
whitematter regions of interest. The omitted control subject's FA values
for each region were then compared to the newmean and standard de-
viation and the number of regions falling greater than two standard de-
viations from the mean were summed. This was then iteratively
completed for all 40 combat-deployed control subjects. Using this
method which is more flexible to the heterogeneity of brain injury, re-
vealed a significant number of concussive blast TBI patients to have 2
ormore regions of abnormality (Fig. 3). Specifically, 74% (34/46) of con-
cussive blast TBI patients were found to have 2 or more regions of ab-
normal FA and this was highly significant by chi-square compared to
combat-deployed controls (p = 0.0003).

3.2. Quantitative volumetric findings

Quantitative volumetric analysis revealed that the DTI findings were
not likely influenced by significant reductions in the brain anatomy but
rather frommicrostructural injury to the regions themselves. As shown
in Table 2, there were no significant differences in the total volume for
any of the regions sampled by Freesurfer volumetric segmentation anal-
ysis. Evaluation at the single subject level again investigating the num-
ber of regional volumes that were N2 standard deviations below the
mean of the control only identified 5 concussive blast TBI patients and
5 combat-deployed controlsmeeting this criterion,which iswell within
the range of what would be expected by chance for these group sizes
(p = 0.91, chi-square).

3.3. Predictors of long-term imaging sequelae of concussive blast TBI

Leveraging an extensive battery of neurological, neuropsychological,
and psychiatric clinical outcomes data previously collected at 1-year
evaluation (Mac Donald et al., 2015; Mac Donald et al., 2016; Mac
Donald et al., 2014; Macdonald et al., 2014) in these same participants
allowed us to explore what early clinical and demographic factors best
predicted the likelihood of sustained imaging abnormalities at 5-year
evaluation. Of the 86 participants, whose 5-years scans were viable for
analysis, 76 had complete clinical assessment data from 1-year testing.
Logistic regression using the dichotomized number of DTI abnormalities
of ‘0–1’ or ‘2 ormore’ identified the best fitmodel by Akaike information
criterion to include concussive brain injury diagnosis, older age at injury
with each increase of one year corresponding to a 9% increase of the
odds, performance on the California Verbal Learning Test long delayed
free recall (a measure of verbal memory), and performance on the con-
trolled oral word association (a measure of verbal fluency) (Fig. 4, Area
Under the Curve= 0.78). Given the somewhat arbitrary nature of the ‘2
or more’ cutoff for imaging abnormalities, we also ran the model using
the dichotomized number of DTI abnormalities with a ‘3 or more’, and
‘4 or more’ cutoff. Running the logistic regression on dichotomized DTI
abnormalities of ‘0–2’ and ‘3 or more’ identified the same top model
as shown in Fig. 4 for ‘0–1’ vs. ‘2 or more’ (Area Under the Curve =
0.74). Running the logistic regression using the dichotomization of ‘0–
3’ and ‘4 or more’ DTI abnormalities, the same model was the third
top model with only minimal difference in factor strengths (Area
Under the Curve =0.79).
4. Discussion

Overall, a substantial number (74%) of concussive blast TBI service
members were found to have sustained imaging changes, evidenced
by significant reductions in FA on DTI, 5 years after exposure even
though conventional MRI collected at the very same time was unre-
markable for brain injury pathology. While cross-sectional analysis at
the group level did not differentiate these patients from combat-de-
ployed controls, an analysis approach flexible to the heterogeneity of



Fig. 4. Predictors of 5-year DTI Imaging Sequelae of Concussive blast injury. Receiver-operator curve (A) and parameter table (B) for best fit logistic regression model of 1-year clinical
predictors of 5-year imaging abnormalities. The best model by Akaike information criterion contained the diagnoses of TBI, age at time of injury, performance on the California Verbal
Learning Test long delay free recall (a measure of verbal memory), and performance on the controlled auditory word association (a measure of verbal fluency).
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brain injury at the single subject level identified a large portion of con-
cussive blast TBI patients with multiple regions of abnormality at this
chronic time point. Reductions in FA in some of these same participants
have been previously observed at the acute (Adam et al., 2015), sub-
acute (Mac Donald et al., 2011), and 1-year (Mac Donald et al., 2011)
time point following injury. It was surprising to identify significant
numbers of these uncomplicatedmild TBI cases with sustained imaging
sequelaenowat 5 years post injury.Webelieve this provides supporting
evidence for the evolution not resolution of this brain injury pathology,
adding to the growing body of literature describing imaging signatures
of chronic neurodegeneration (Farbota et al., 2012; Ramlackhansingh et
al., 2011).

By logistic regression, risk factors for these sustained imaging chang-
es included TBI diagnosis, older age at the timeof injury, verbalmemory,
and verbal fluency at 1-year post injury with good predictive strength
(AUC = 0.78). While the predictive strength is good not excellent,
these findings do provide important clinical and demographic factors
for clinicians to consider early on in triage decisions about intensive re-
habilitation. The goal with this approach was to understand, even for
those without access to advanced neuroimaging capabilities, what fac-
tors should be strongly considered to assist in determination of focused
treatment. These findings are in line with prior studies in veterans also
reporting reductions in fractional anisotropy by DTI using different ana-
lytical methods (Hayes et al., 2015; Jorge et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2016;
Morey et al., 2013; Trotter et al., 2015). In addition, previous work in ci-
vilian TBI (Lingsma et al., 2015) studies have observed older age as an
important predictor of poor outcome in addition to recent work in vet-
erans (Trotter et al., 2015) suggesting that this may be a universal risk
factor irrespective of injury mechanism or exposure.

Strengths of this study include the prospective, observational,
longitudinal study design, ability to leverage previously collected
clinical and imaging data for comparison to 5-year data, a rigorous
image processing approach, radiological interpretation blinded to
the clinical status of the participant, and an analytical approach
sensitive to the heterogeneity of brain injury at the single subject
level that removes the confounds of tractography (Thomas et al.,
2014). Limitations include modest group size, lack of multiple ad-
vanced neuroimaging techniques, demographically imbalanced
groups that had to be adjusted for in the statistical analysis, hetero-
geneous treatment across centers in theater and in the US after in-
jury, possible unmeasured covariates including unmeasured
heterogeneity of injury severity across cohorts that may influence
long-term imaging outcome and lack of direct comparison of imag-
ing data from the acute (Adam et al., 2015)/sub-acute (Mac Donald
et al., 2011), 1-year (Mac Donald et al., 2011), and 5-year time
point given the disparities in MRI hardware and scan acquisition
available at each evaluation. While the current findings highlight
a greater number with DTI abnormalities than previous findings re-
ported at 1-year (Mac Donald et al., 2011), it is unclear whether
this discrepancy is due to scanner hardware and post-processing
differences or directly related to injury severity or related to
some ongoing neurodegenerative process. Large efforts are under-
way however to reprocess the earlier imaging data so that it can be
used for such an analysis in the years to come.

With considerable cost accumulating from these combat exposures,
it seems prudent to identify new techniques that remove self-report
bias and provide more definitive evidence of injury. This is of particular
importance asmany of these soldiers begin to separate from the service
and are evaluated bymedical review boards for lifelong disability deter-
mination. In the absence of strong diagnostic evidence, questions often
arise regarding the extent to which events in the service member's re-
cord would influence their functional presentation and long-term out-
come. Incorporating advanced neuroimaging findings into this
consideration could potentially assist in shedding light on what is com-
monly referred to as the ‘invisible injury ofwar’, removing ambiguity re-
garding brain injury exposure. Efforts are currently underway to
replicate these findings in additional service members enrolled in the
overall prospective, observational, longitudinal study and to extend
evaluation to later time points, investigating the impact on aging and
long-term outcome.
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